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Abstract 
Choquet integral with respect to fuzzy measure is a generalization of weighted arithmetic 
mean aggregation operator. It allows taking into account the phenomenon of dependence between 
criteria. Due to this it is possible to reflect the expert knowledge more accurately without making the 
model simplification which is the assumption of independence of the aggregation criteria. The problems of 
Choquet fuzzy integral applications and possible ways of overcoming them are discussed. Practical 
applications for this relatively new apparatus are reviewed. 
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1. Introduction 
Fuzzy measures and integrals were proposed in the monograph «Theory of capacities»  
[1] published by Gustave Choquet in 1953 which happened earlier than publication of well-
known article [2] by Lotfi Zadeh, the founder of the theory of fuzzy sets took place. In this paper 
Choquet proposed the use of non-additive measures which he called the capacities. Although 
there is no direct connection between the theory of fuzzy measures and fuzzy sets theory, they 
are well combined in sense that the fuzzy integral is a convenient tool to aggregate the values 
of membership functions of fuzzy sets. Later Choquet’s ideas were developed by Sugeno in his 
unpublished thesis [3] referred in many later works. Sugeno proposed two types of aggregation 
operators based on Choquet measures. One of these types is called fuzzy discrete Choquet 
integral and the second is called fuzzy discrete Sugeno integral. As it is said later in this article, 
the words "fuzzy" and "discrete" are often omitted for brevity. Sugeno integral is used to 
aggregation for which the result depends on criteria values order on the real axis (ordinal scale 
aggregation) [4]. Result of aggregation using Choquet integral depends on the value of each 
criterion [4, 5].  
 
 
2. Aggregation, Fuzzy Measures and the Choquet Integral 
According to [4, 5] numeric criteria aggregation is a method combining them into a 
single numeric criterion (aggregation result) for the expression of the cumulative effects of these 
criteria. Aggregation is used in fuzzy inference, pattern recognition, and multi-criteria decision-
making problems. Aggregation operator is often called a function of variables (criteria) having 
some desired properties, each of variables being defined in the interval [0,1]. The domain of this 
function is also the interval [0,1]. Fuzzy measure expresses the subjective weight or importance 
of each subset of criteria and defined as follows [4]. 
Fuzzy (discrete) measure is a function , where is the set of all 
subsets of the criteria index set , which satisfies the following conditions: 
1) ; 
2)  ■ 
Further, we will omit the curly brackets writing ,i ij  instead of { }, { , }i i j  respectively. 
Instead of the "criterion of the index i J " we will also use the "criterion i " instead of the 
"criteria index set " we will use the "set of criteria " both done for brevity reason. 
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Firstly, we consider the basic concepts used in the fuzzy measures theory. Shapley [6] 
proposed a definition of the criterion importance coefficient based on several natural axioms. In 
the context of the fuzzy measures theory Shapley index for the criterion i J  with respect to 
fuzzy measure   is determined by the  following expression: 
      
( )
1 ! !
( ) :
!Sh D J i
J D D
i D i D
J
 
 
          (1) 
 
Murofushi and Soneda proposed an interaction index between criteria [7]. This index is 
used to express the sign and degree of interaction between criteria and is determined by the 
following expression: 
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3. Formalization of Dependencies between Criteria 
 Marichall [8] identified the main types of dependencies between criteria in the context 
of aggregation with Choquet integral. 
Correlation is the best known of the dependencies between criteria. Two criteria 
,i j J  are positively (negatively) correlated if expert can observe a positive (negative) 
correlation between the contributions of two criteria to the aggregation result.  
 Substitutiveness (complementarity) is another type of dependence. The idea of 
formalizing this type of dependencies using fuzzy measures was proposed by Murofushi and 
Soneda [7]. Considering again two criteria ,i j J we can suppose that the expert believes that 
satisfying only one criterion causes almost the same effect as satisfying of both. Here the 
importance of a pair of criteria is close to the importance of each of them individually, even if 
other criteria are present. In this case we see that criteria i  and j  almost substitutive or 
interchangeable. 
Preferred dependence (preferred independence) is the type of dependency which is 
well known in the multiattribute utility theory [9, 10]. We suppose that expert’s preferences on 
the set of criteria realizations A  are known and expressed as the partial weak order over A . 
The set A  is usually consists of parameters available for assessment objects. Denote  the 
realization of criteria ig  where ,  denote  the realization of criteria ig  where 
. The subset  of criteria is said to be preferentially independent of  if for 
all pair ,  we have from  for some realization  follows
 for all realizations . Otherwise subset  preferably depends 
on the subset . The full set of criteria  mutually preferably independent if subset  
preferably independent of subset  for each subset . It is known [4, 9, 10] that if certain 
criteria are preferably dependent on others then the additive aggregation operators can not 
reflect the expert’s preferences. In particular, in this case it is impossible to use the weighted 
arithmetic mean operator. 
 
 
4. Problems in Practical Applications and Possible Ways to Overcome them 
According to Grabisch [11] “From the beginning of the application of fuzzy measures 
and integrals to multicriteria evaluating problems, it has always been felt that the non-additivity 
of fuzzy measure was able to model dependency between criteria, but until recently, this point 
was not investigated in a rigorous manner, for nobody defined precisely what he intends by 
“dependent”. If a fuzzy measure is additive, the criteria do not interact with each other and the 
interaction indices (2) of these criteria are equal to zero. Therefore, if the expert thinks the 
criteria mutually preferably independent, the corresponding interaction indices are equal to zero. 
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If the expert suggests that the criteria are preferably dependent then it is possible to formalize 
this only by means of partial weak order on the set of criteria realizations (training set). No other 
method of formalization of the criteria preferred dependence and independence has not been 
proposed. 
To use the Choquet integral preliminary we have to identify the fuzzy measure on the 
basis of expert knowledge. This identification is complicated by exponential increasing 
complexity in the sense that it is necessary to set a value of fuzzy measure for each subset of 
criteria. Setting the values of all  coefficients of the fuzzy measure  is very 
difficult or even impossible for the expert. Note that even in case of three criteria for determining 
the fuzzy measure it is necessary to obtain 823   coefficients. Despite this complexity 
Choquet integral still can be applied in practice. For this Grabisch proposed the concept of - 
order fuzzy measure or - additive fuzzy measure [12]. This order  can be less than the 
number of aggregated criteria, . Essence of the - additivity concept consists in 
simplification of the task of fuzzy measures determining by excluding from consideration the 
dependencies between more than  criteria. According to the - additivity concept in most 
practical cases it is possible to use the Choquet integral with respect to 2-order fuzzy measure 
or, equivalently, the 2-order Choquet integral because it allows to model the interaction between 
the criteria while remaining relatively simple [12]. The paper [13] is entirely devoted to the 
question under what conditions such a simplification (using of the 2-order Choquet integral) is 
correct. This paper presents necessary conditions that should satisfy the expert preferences in 
order that they can be formalized using the 2-order Choquet integral.  
In addition to increasing complexity there also appears a problem of the expert’s 
understanding of fuzzy measure coefficients meaning [11]. To solve this problem Grabisch [14] 
proposed the idea of the graphical interpretation of the 2-order Choquet integral. This 
interpretation is represented by a constraint line of values of the interaction index and Shapley 
indexes for two criteria on the coordinate plane. This idea has been applied to identify the fuzzy 
measure using a hierarchical diagram of pairwise comparisons ("diamond pairwise comparisons 
method") [15, 16]. This approach to fuzzy measure identification has two main difficulties. First, 
because the expert considers each pair of criteria separately he (she) does not have a complete 
picture of aggregation and can formulate his (her) preferences so that the fuzzy measure 
identification problem based on these preferences obviously will not have the solution. Second, 
the "diamond" form of scale is not trivial for the expert. These difficulties can be overcome by an 
apparent indication of the restrictions imposed on expert preferences [13] and also by careful 
tutoring of the expert of a graphic interpretation method.  
Visualization of 2-order Choquet integral offered in [17] can be both alternative and 
addition of graphic interpretation. This visualization is based on one-to-one comparison between 
mathematical object (2-order Choquet integral) and physical object (the lever fixed in the center 
by a spring with a simple stiffness factor which can rotate round a horizontal axis). Loads with 
weights corresponding to interaction indices )(ijI  (2) and fuzzy measures ( )i  are 
established on the lever. This approach relies on the natural intuition peculiar to many people in 
regard to the well-known physical object and allows the expert to have a clear intuitive 
understanding of behavior of 2-order Choquet integral. This visualization reveals the expert 
preferences in the form of limitations on the fuzzy measure. Fuzzy measure can be identified 
based on these limitations and implemented in order to build a lever. This process is iterative 
and continues until 2-order Choquet integral  with respect to identified fuzzy measure will satisfy 
the expert. This approach is also facing difficulties. First, when the number of criteria (from 
about four to five with additional loads that are associated with interaction indices) the expert is 
having difficulty accepting this visualization (as we know from psychology the average person is 
able to simultaneously keep in attention no more than 7 items). Second, such visualization 
considers fuzzy measure of each separate criterion and Shapley indices (1) are visualized for 
each criterion separately.  The above puts extra pressure on the experts' attention. It seems that 
both of these difficulties can be overcome by careful design of procedures for working with the 
expert taking into account specifics of each subject domain.  
In the process of expert knowledge formalization using different approaches we need to 
select a mathematical method for the fuzzy measure identification. These methods differ in the 
2H ( ),D D J 
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types of information that is required as input. Review of methods for fuzzy measure identification 
in relation to the utility theory is presented in [18].  
Method based on least squares is not well suited for solving practical problems because 
it requires desired values of aggregation result as input. But the experts are not always able to 
set such values.  
Method based on the maximum split is well suited to meet the challenges of recognition, 
as it maximizes the minimum difference between the results of the aggregation of the training 
set. The expert describes an sample of each class and ranks them by non-strict order that 
serves as input to the identification method [19].  
Method based on minimization of fuzzy measure variance or maximization of fuzzy 
measure entropy is the most suited for solving many practical problems [20]. This method is 
based on the principle of maximum entropy proposed in 1957 by Jaynes [21]. In relation to the 
construction of aggregation operators that principle involves the use of all available information 
about the aggregation criteria but the most unbiased attitude to the inaccessible information. 
Kojadinovic [20] extended the principle of maximum entropy on the utility theory and developed 
fuzzy measures identification method based on this.  
Fuzzy measure identification by one or another method requires setting indifference 
threshold values for interaction index and Shapley index and the aggregation result. Usually, 
this question receives little attention, and it is considered that the expert must specify these 
values on the grounds of the necessary accuracy [18]. But in practice, the indifference threshold 
values can be set in such a way that it will cause absence of the fuzzy measure which in its turn 
is the solution of the identification problem. Way to prevent such situations proposed in [17]. 
 
 
5. Review of Current Applications 
The following practical examples briefly describe the application of fuzzy measures and 
the Choquet integral including interface properties evaluation, technical diagnostics, navigation, 
and image processing.  
Authors of the article [22] proposed a solution to the problem of determining the degree 
of software interface usability with the help of this aggregation operator. This assumes direct 
expert determination of fuzzy measures by filling in special tables for multiple criteria (about 
four). For the expert, this method is very difficult task in the case of even a minor increase in the 
number of criteria. However, this example shows that the use of Choquet integral can improve 
the accuracy of interface usability evaluation.  
Another practical example of the Choquet integral and fuzzy measure application is the 
analysis of the technological processes state based on fuzzy expert knowledge [17]. The first 
level of state analysis evaluates the membership functions values of the process parameters. 
These fuzzy sets are based on the expert knowledge of the process faults. At the second level 
we obtain membership values of the current process state to a particular class of fuzzy states by 
aggregating membership functions values using Choquet integral and the fuzzy measures which 
is, for example, a class of equipment proper functioning states. Fuzzy measure identification is 
realized by the maximization fuzzy measure entropy method using visualization. This example 
confirms the possibility of increasing the accuracy of classification technological processes state 
to the class of equipment proper functioning states or classes corresponding to the process 
faults. 
Yet another example of application of this mathematical tool is illustrated the article [23] 
which describes the navigation system for pedestrians. The inputs to the system are the 
subjective assessment of various characteristics of the routes in particular: distance, quality of 
the road surface, neighborhood picturesque, degree of noise etc. All of these criteria are often 
linked in a nontrivial way. Therefore, the aggregation of such criteria is conveniently carried out 
by using the Choquet integral. As a method for the fuzzy measure identification there the least 
squares method is applied. Despite relatively high complexity of implementation, this example 
shows the flexibility of the Choquet integral as an aggregation operator of such subjective 
criteria. 
Choquet integral with respect to fuzzy measure is also used in the field of image 
processing. Article [24] describes recognition of areas of interest on 3D-tomographic images of 
electrotechnical parts made of composite materials. As fuzzy measure identification method the 
relative entropy method is used.  Relative entropy method is the development of a variance 
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minimizing method. It adapted for the purposes of recognition and allows getting better results. 
Four attributes derived from tomographic images are aggregated. The experimental results 
confirm perspectivity of use related apparatus in the image recognition. 
Another area of application of Choquet integral is improvement of digital images. 
Authors of the article [25] proposed a method for digital image improving based on the use of 
the Choquet integral. The experimental results showed that this method can process images 
with high accuracy comparable to the popular filtration methods, besides the greatest accuracy 
of processing was obtained using the fuzzy measure identification method based on the 
maximization fuzzy measure entropy. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
The paper considers the practical applications of fuzzy measure and the Choquet 
integral and analyzes problems in these applications. The main hindrance on a way of wide 
practical use of these tools is related to the problems to occur during the work with the expert on 
formalization of his knowledge in the form of fuzzy measure coefficients. It seems possible to 
overcome these difficulties by using methods of visualization adapted for each separate area of 
practical applications. Currently, a field of research related to fuzzy measures and integrals is 
developing intensively. 
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